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ORACLE CARDS
STARSEED
ORACLE

WHITE LIGHT
ORACLE CARDS

by Rebecca Campbell (Auth)
& Danielle Noel (Illust)
RRP:$45.00
9781788172882
Hay House
Cards

by Alana Fairchild
& Andrew Gonzalez
RRP:$45.00
9781925538755
Blue Angel Gallery
Cards

Have you always had a longing for home without really knowing what that meant? If so, you
could be a Starseed Soul - one who has incarnated elsewhere in the cosmos before your
time on Earth. The 53 cards in this oracle are designed to support you on your soul's path
and embody who you truly are. They guide you to connect with the portal to your heart,
remember who you are at soul level and unlock your soul's gifts.

White light holds all the frequencies needed for healing ourselves, each other, our planet
and all her precious creatures. It is divine medicine for the soul, empowering the heart,
clarifying the mind, and awakening higher consciousness. This light is within you and all
around you. You were born to be that light. The Universe rallies to encourage, inspire and
embolden you to manifest your sacred destiny.

RUMIS GIFT
ORACLE CARDS

WITCHS
ORACLE SET

by Ari Honarvar
& Carmen Costello
RRP:$70.00
9780764354540
Red Feather
Cards

by Maria Brooks (Auth)
& Aunia Kahn (Illust)
RRP:$70.00
9780764357831
Schiffer Publishing
Cards

For hundreds of years, the alchemy of Rumi's words have transformed world views and
changed lives. Now, let Rumi take you on an inner adventure of beauty and radiance where
assumptions lose their hold. Not only do the images of this deck tell a story, but look closer,
and the sacred Farsi script of the poem reveals itself to you. This oracle set contains 66
cards: Each image card is a Rumi poem shaped into a Farsi calligram, paired with a poem
card containing its English translation. Also included is a commentary booklet with stories
and insights.

Explore the second edition of The WITCH'S ORACLE through 45 innovative cards and
enhanced guidebook that peers into the world of the Witch! Stunning artwork now includes
seven brand-new inspirational cards and insightful messages, spell incantations, and gemstone/crystal alliances! The Pagan easy-to-navigate guide offers straightforward, gentle
guidance that takes readers through both good times and bad by viewing the "big picture" to
find appropriate outcomes.

FEATURED BOOKS
UNICORN
MAGIC

COSMIC
JOURNAL

WISDOM
OF SOULS

by Tess Whitehurst
RRP:$36.00
9780738760308
Llewellyn
Paperback
264 pages

by Yanik Silver
RRP:$37.00
9781401959135
Hay House
Hardback
200 pages

by The Newton Institute
RRP:$40.00
9780738758343
Llewellyn
Paperback
312 pages

Employing unicorn legends and lore as a sparkling
framework, UNICORN MAGIC includes spiritual insight and practical exercises that counteract the current madness of our culture with the beauty and wonder that is our true legacy and birth right.

CHAKRA
EMPOWERMENT
FOR WOMEN
by Lisa Erickson
RRP:$48.00
9780738761404
Llewellyn
Paperback
360 pages
Lisa Erickson presents a no-nonsense and easy-touse approach to the chakras that is perfect, even for
the busy modern lifestyle. Each chapter focuses on a
new chakra tool, helping you explore the activation
steps, when to use it and what it's best for.

What if you found a mysterious COSMIC JOURNAL
that seemed like it was written just for you? Imagine
being handed the ‘Galactic Instruction Manual’ you
should have received at birth, filled with profound
wisdom and inspirational messages to help you reremember who you really are and what the heck
you’re doing here on this planet.

Receive knowledge and wisdom that will lighten your
load and encourage you to connect to your own inner
wisdom. Following in the footsteps of Dr. Michael
Newton's bestselling books JOURNEY OF SOULS
and DESTINY OF SOULS, this book shares aweinspiring stories of healing and wisdom experienced by
real people just like you.

BORN UNDER
A GOOD SIGN

CRYSTAL STARS
11.11

by Kristy Robinett
RRP:$36.00
9780738757162
Llewellyn
Paperback
240 pages

by Alana Fairchild
RRP:$45.00
9781925538762
Blue Angel Gallery
Paperback
328 pages

Set yourself up for better relationships and a bright
future with BORN UNDER A GOOD SIGN, the uncomplicated guide to astrological sun signs. This book
strips away the woo-woo and technical charts, leaving
only the most useful and clear information on how to
deal with each sun sign's traits and tendencies.

Alana Fairchild grounds the teachings with relevant
and practical examples and the healing processes
help you harness the therapeutic potential of each
stone and form a bond with the stars so you can
receive their wisdom and blessings.
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NEW BOOKS
MINDFUL PLACE
OF CALM

MODERN
DREAMWORK

by A Paul Miller PhD
RRP:$36.00
9780738761848
Llewellyn
Paperback
312 pages

by Linda Yael Schiller
RRP:$36.00
9780738761824
Llewellyn
Paperback
288 pages

The MINDFUL PLACE OF CALM shows you how to carry the tranquil centeredness
achieved in meditation wherever you go and throughout your day, whether it be the line
at the supermarket or the anxiety-inducing freeway. With hands-on exercises, easy-tolearn techniques, and examples from his professional practice, author Paul Miller
provides inspiration and helps you cultivate deep inner wisdom that will sustain you long
after your meditation session has ended.

Each dream gives up its secrets in different ways, therefore MODERN DREAMWORK
offers a hands-on guide to several different approaches to working with and interpreting
your dreams. Through this dreamwork, you can understand and resolve difficult decisions or issues with confidence, knowing that you're in tune with the wisest part of
yourself.

SANCTUARY
OF YOUR OWN

QUANTUM
AKASHIC FIELD

by Caroline Dow
RRP:$38.00
9780738762425
Llewellyn
Paperback
288 pages

by Jim Willis
RRP:$30.00
9781620559536
Findhorn Press
Paperback
176 pages

By engaging your five senses and working with the power of intention, you can create a
sacred space almost anywhere. A SANCTUARY OF YOUR OWN shows you how to
carve out a mini sanctuary at work, in your car, or even in your hotel room when you're
traveling. Author Caroline Dow also shares tips for creating your own altar, getting rid
of clutter, and designing spaces to share with family and friends.

Detailing a step-by-step process cantered on safe, simple meditative techniques, Jim
Willis shows how to bypass the filters of your five senses while still fully awake and
aware and engage in extrasensory, out-of-body travel. Sharing his journey to connect
with universal consciousness and navigate the quantum landscape of the Akashic Field,
he reveals how conscious OBEs allow you to penetrate beyond normal waking perception into the realm of quantum perception.

FIT
VEGAN

SUGAR
BRAIN FIX

by Edric Kennedy-Macfoy
RRP:$32.00
9781788170901
Hay House
Paperback
272 pages

by Dr Mike Dow
RRP:$32.00
9781401956684
Hay House
Paperback
TBC pages

Dispelling the myth that vegans are all skinny yoga bunnies who live on kale, The FIT
VEGAN includes inspiring examples of vegan athletes who are at the top of their game,
including champion tennis player Venus Williams and Olympic gold medal-winner Mo
Farrah. Edric Kennedy-Macfoy shares what made him choose veganism for his health
and for the welfare of animals, as well as his secrets to staying in the best shape of his
life without consuming any animal products.

In 2015, the first human study linking the blood-sugar spiking Western diet and a smaller hippocampus was published. There is now scientific proof that sugar is shrinking the
brain! With The SUGAR BRAIN FIX, Dr. Dow takes a closer look at how sugar effects
brain chemistry, and the ways we can fix it. The book features cutting-edge research
and Dr. Dow’s modified Mediterranean diet—the best diet for brain health and wellness.

CRYSTAL
RHYTHMS

BASE 12
NUMEROLOGY

by Kate O'Dell
RRP:$60.00
9780764357947
Red Feather
Paperback
192 pages

by Michael Smith
RRP:$38.00
9780738759371
Llewellyn
Paperback
240 pages

This basic reference guide explores the usage and benefits of 80 crystals and gemstones, touching on attracting love or prosperity, instilling courage, lessening the effects
of stress, and even shielding your spirit from negative energies. Learn about the basic
chakra system, the human aura, and the meridians and discover just the right crystal for
your needs, how to clean it, and how to use it.

BASE-12 NUMEROLOGY unlocks the full power of numerology, showing you how to
master your vibrational life. Michael Smith walks you through your own numerology
reading and reveals how your days are full of vibrational potential and growth just waiting to be explored. Providing sample profiles, word meanings, and many clarifying
examples and charts, this book makes it easy to put the numbers to work for you.
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